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Generation Z is Coming!
(Millennials are already here!)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
About Gent ZHow to relate, recruit, manage



Presenter
Presentation Notes
5 generations in the workplace seems like a recipe for disaster, but if you harness the strengths of each generation and mindfully address the values and expectations of each it can be benefit the entire organization. Often times older generations are uncomfortable with younger generations. Our different ages give us different experiences (Gen Z doesn’t even know what a flip phone is, let-alone a rotary dial phone). We speak differently. We are motivated and inspired by different things. Value different. None of them better or worse, just different. 



“The next time somebody complains about 
millennials, maybe remind them which 
generation linoleumed over all those beautiful 
hardwood floors.”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
During 1946 and 1964 a baby was born ever 8 seconds. – Baby BOOMBig generation – felt that could effect great change – and they did.Changed things for the better – idealistic – optimistic - social and political movements changed our country – Civil Rights, man on the moon, So many Boomers vying for jobs – made the competitive, moving up the ladder was important – long hours, workaholics, awards, professional accolades – wanted to stand out from the pack.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Boomers are very relational – which actually makes them more compatible in the workplace with Gen Z (as we’ll see)Like group discussion and interactive learning – meetings, conferences, awards lunches, etc.At work:Value job perks and promotionsFeel younger generations should pay their dues - this brings up LOTS of tensionLoyal – may started and stayed with the same company most of their careersThe economy and upbringing make them risk takers – there was a safety net and they could bounce back… it’s okay to fail. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seems that the Boomer nemesis is the Millennial – but that doesn’t have to be the case, and actually they’re kinda compatible if you can get through some communication barriers. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is probably what you picture when you think of a Millennial: staring at their devices in a coffee shop eating avocado toast waiting for their participation trophy.Before you get upset at Mills, remember that you are their parents, Boomers and Gen X’rs raised them along with the times, and they are how they are because of that. They are a bigger generation than the Boomers, so be prepared for change cause it’s coming! Boomers showed them how it’s done. Millennials are…Born between 1980 and 2000The largest generation everIdealistic – they were the “participation ribbon” “no child left behind” generationEthnically and racially diverseDigital nativesThey are not slackers, they aren’t lazy…they just work and communicate differently



Source: Pew Research Center

75%
By 2025, Millennials will comprise at least

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Changes are a-comin’. Boomers changed the workplace, now Millennials will change it again. They will be the major generation employed in a couple of years and so they will have an impact. You can be miserable about changes, or you can see the benefits and roll with it. Don’t worry. Not EVERYTHING will change. New stat: Millennials will be 75% of the workforce by 2025!



Values Making a difference and credit

Attitudes Values new freedom and 
flexibility

Behaviors The work matters in the world

Expectations Blur the lines between work and 
life

Priorities Make a difference; efficiency

Approach Web-based learning

Work Style Always connected

Communicatio
 

Text and email (Phone calls are a 
 

Millennials



Presenter
Presentation Notes
25% of the populationIndividualisticTechnology adeptDistrustful of institutionsFiscal conservatives



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Individualistic –  Gen X is the latch-key generation, they are used to being on our own. So, they are independent, resourceful and self-sufficient. Gen X wants direction, but then no micro-management. As managers they expect others to be the same, so expectations may need to adjust when working with other generations. Flexible – Gen X lived through the tough economic and unstable Cold War times of the 80s. They adapt well to change, are willing to change employers, eager to learn news skills and try new things on their own terms. Value Work-Life Balance – 1st generation to “work to live” not “live to work.” Identity is not in the profession. They live to have fun at work, “work hard, play hard.”  But still separate work and home life.Technologically Adept – Everything shifted with this generation. 1st gen to grow up with computers, tech is woven into life, but we know how to work without it too. But quickly pick it up and learn new tech as needed.



Z        ZOMBIE

Yes, this is Taylor Swift. 
No, she is not a real zombie, nor is she Gen Z.

Gen Z

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generation ZThose born after 2000 (or some folks like to use 1997)Does not stand for Zombies – cause they stare at their phones all the time.Z just comes after Gen X (40-somethings), Gen Y (Millennials) now Z.But they do love phones and tablets and stare at them a lot. Young people are sometimes called Screenagers. 



Gen Z:  A Product of the Times

Downshifting 
Economy

Seek Financial Security
Anxious about the Future

Corporate & 
Government 

Scandals

Skeptical
Less Loyal to Traditions

Social Media 
News-Cycle

Private
Multi-Taskers

Hyper-aware & Overwhelmed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are all products of the times in which we grew up. World events (wars, economy, technology, historical events) all influence our generation’s attitudes, fears, motivations, etc.Highlighting 3 of these events for Gen Z:Downshifting Economy – For most of Gen Z’s lives the economy has been trending down. They have never seen a thriving economy. Mostly growing up in the Great Recession. This has resulted in them valuing financial security, being more financially savvy than previous generations at their young age, and along with other world events increased their anxiousness about the future. 89% interested in financial planning for the future.This gen has also grown up in a time when it seems like there are no trustworthy leaders. They have grown up during Enron, religious scandals, political scandals, etc.  These have eroded their trust and created skepticism for leaders, events, institutions, etc.With constant social media sharing Gen Z has learned the lessons of oversharing from their predecessors – Millennials. Gen Z is actually more private and less likely to share publically online.  86% say keeping posts private is more important than likes or shares. Even if they’re not sharing out to the whole world, they’re sharing A LOT to their friends. They are great multi-taskers. Studies show that the average Gen Z is often interacting on 5 screens at once. One of these screens might be a news app. With the constant influx of news, can’t escape it… Gen Z is hyper aware of world events and concerns and is often overwhelmed and stressed due to the constant influx of bad news. 



Values Stability, opportunity to advance

Attitudes Realistic, skeptical

Behaviors Self motivated, hard working

Expectations Flexibility, honesty, diversity

Priorities Financial security

Approach Significant work, autonomy

Work Style Collaborative, pragmatic

Communication 
Style

Digital, constant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gen Z feels the pressure to fix the world – make it a better place. They are wise beyond their yearsGen Z have the work ether of a Baby Boomer and the independence of a Gen Xer.When Gen Z comes into work they want:A great bossStabilityFlexibility – scheduleAn invitation to be part of the teamA diverse and inclusive workplace



Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we recruit this next Generation?Here are a few ways to attract Gen Z – we have to speak to their interests. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meaningful work – young people want to make a difference in the world. Show them YOUR JOBS are their opportunity. 30% would take a pay cut to work with a company with a mission they deeply care about.Don’t just talk about what they will do in the job…Showcase what makes the job rewarding: personally, for the company and for the community!



ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP

Source: Dcwater.com/careers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Protecting the environment is a selling point that interests people in this career.Research shows that environmental messaging on company websites increased the job seeker’s willingness to pursue employment with that company. �This example is from DC Water, who simply states on their employment web page, “Are You Ready to Improve the Environment?” “We are committed to providing world-class water and wastewater services as a leading environmental steward.” In other words, when your work here, you do good for the environment.This example also does a great job displaying our second selling point, which is public service. It talks about “making a difference” and “making a profound impact in your community.” This work sounds like work that matters, and that excites people, and encourages them to keep reading.�



PUBLIC SERVICE 

88 gallons of water used per day by the average American

22,284 gallons of water used per day by Tampa Bay schools

2,000,000 gallons of water used per day to care for the animals at the 
San Antonio Zoo

300,000,000 gallons the National Hockey League Uses per season –
it takes 12,500 gallons to make ice for each rink

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone wants to do work that matters. Water is vital for our: homes, schools, zoos, recreation (boating, hockey), business and industry, quality of life.



WASTEWATER TREATMENT 
= RESOURCE RECOVERY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I was at a conference a few weeks ago and I learned a great new term for wastewater = resource recovery.Water is the greatest resource and it is the wastewater operator’s job to recover that resource.This new term hits home with the sustainability and financially minded folks, it highlights the importance and meaningfulness of the work.Not many people want to know the details about how to treat poop-water, but they might want to know more about water resource recovery – How much did we recover? How did we get it back? Etc. It invites questions. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gen Z - (expect to work harder than previous generations) – they know times are tough and are willing to put in the work for the financial security and stabilityStable employment – We will always need water ensuring that economic fluctuations will not impact job security. As the large generation of Baby Boomers retire there will be a large number of job openings in this field in the next 5-15 years. The average age of water and wastewater utility workers is 45. (Workforce Planning for Water Utilities)According to the 2010 Bureau of Labor Statistics, many water operators are reaching retirement age in the next 5 years. This will provide for an accelerated job market outlook for 2010-2020, with an approximate 12 percent hiring increase. This corresponds to approximately 12,900 jobs, for water and wastewater treatment plant and system operators across the nation. (St. Louis Community College)And, as population grows and cities grow the need for new and larger systems will need more employees to operate those systems.



Henrico County, VA
Career and Technical Letter of Intent Signing

Celebrate High School Recruits! - Sign Letters of Intent

Athletes aren’t the only ones 
who deserve to have their 
hard-work recognized as 
they look to the future.

How many parents can say:
‘My child has full health insurance,    
two weeks of paid vacation, and will 
be making $40,000 a year' 

when they graduate from high school?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
"Henrico Schools’ Career and Technical Education program decided that athletes weren’t the only ones who deserved to have their hard work recognized as they look to the future,Students and representatives of their future employers both signed letters-of-intent outlining what students must do before and during employment, what the employer will provide in pay and training, and an estimate of the position’s value.“Goal – get parents excited about their children's futures.



Professional Development 
& Paid Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fewer than 4 in 10 Mills and 3 in 10 Gen Zs believe they have the skills and knowledge to thrive in the Industry 4.0 – the 4th Industrial Revolution, the next shift in the way business gets done.I think this shows that they are unsure that their education, previous training and skills sets have prepared them for the jobs they will be asked to do. The on the job training, the professional development opportunities that help them stay on the cutting edge of their industry is attractive. Our industries/businesses are constantly changing. We need to continually learn the latest and greatest methods, practices, tools and technologies. Education is an important resource/benefit for the next generation of worker… tell them how you will grow their stills



Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are also strong and active professional organizations that provide support, mentoring, training and networking opportunities so new and long-time employees don’t feel alone in their work.There are national and state organizations that you can belong to and use their training, network, informational tools (ex: drinking water week), etc.



Advancement Opportunities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many advancement opportunities in the water industry.Operators start out at smaller systems, and can put in the years of experience and exams to be able to work at larger systems.Operators often transition from technical to more managerial positions over time.



Showcase 
Growth 

Opportunities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Share with recruits, new and experienced staff what opportunities for professional growth are in your utility.Career pathways don’t have to be straight up from entry-level to management. Changing jobs to do new things in lateral moves is also “opportunity” – cross training, helping or leading a new projectWant opportunity for personal or professional growthWant a variety of experiencesWant to feel in control of their career progression – or at least feel like there is oneTake on new roles (leadership, cross training, etc)BayWork provides new employees with examples of career “road maps.” To showcase the opportunities.



Showcase Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technology is vital – Pew Research Study found that students put technology in same category as air and water – necessary for survival. Tell them about how tech is integrated into the work that is done every day.The nature of jobs in water and wastewater are becoming increasingly more high tech. This appeals to the upcoming generation of workers who are frustrated when mundane job duties are not automated, and enjoy and are comfortable with high tech tools.Changing technology is hallmark of success and progress. Tech change is not scary



2018 Deloitte Millennial Survey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diversity is important to Gen Z. They are the most diver generation in history, and they want to see that reflected in the place that they work.Think about who works for you. Do you have a diverse group of people? If possible the more diverse (cultures, ages, gender, race, etc.)This is more difficult for smaller systems, but it is good to know that young people value diversity. How could your utility increase it’s diversity through recruitment?



Professional 
Connection 

to 
Community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Water utilities serve their community and one part of that service is going out to educate and engage with them too. This opportunity to share your work and the importance of your job and the water your provide is a fun “extra” that could attract and inspire staff. Out of the ordinary. Something to look forward to. 



Personal 
Connection 

to 
Community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is hard to quantify why water operators should want to work at a small town water plant. Municipalities should come up with aspects about their small town community that would incentivize a small town water operator to work for them. What is unique about your town? Do you have a great farmer’s market with fresh local produce? What about a local café or restaurant that is a hidden gem? What about community events like Fall Festivals or pumpkin patches, parks or lakes? Think of the reason’s you love living in your town and use them to make people want to move there too! The hustle and bustle of big city living can be taxing, you can offer an escape! (Speaking of taxes, what’s your city’s sales tax? The large city I live in is 9.5%, and it sucks.)  Some of the General Benefits of Small Town Living: People who live in the city have a higher risk of anxiety and mood disorders. New York Times magazine states “children who are brought up in a city are twice as likely to develop schizophrenia later in life.”SafetyOutdoor exercise can boost mental healthIt is cheaper to live in a small town than in a large city. This is a point to make to offset salary differences.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we know what messages resonate with the different generations, and what the might be looking for in a career, be sure to speak to those things as you promote the jobs you post.Show them the map to a career they will treasure. That’s what everyone wants!



DEVELOP & UPDATE JOB 
DESCRIPTIONS

Highlight the Great Benefits of Your Industry –
Inspire Applicants to Apply!

Lead with your selling points in the first paragraph of the job 
description

End your posting with a compelling, final call to action.

Search for similar job postings online to get inspired, make it your 
own!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now you know some selling points to include in your job postings, so take a look at your utility’s job postings and get them updated. Your first step is to make sure you have an effective job description for each position in your company. Your job descriptions should reflect careful thought as to the roles the individual will fill, the skill sets they'll need, the personality attributes that are important to completing their tasks, and any relevant experience that would differentiate one applicant from another. This may sound fairly basic, but you'd be surprised at how many small companies fail to develop or maintain updated job descriptions.  I know there are a lot of HR requirements that we have to list in the job description, but don’t lead with those. (Click) Make sure to lead with your selling points. Use your water industry marketing campaign techniques to create a targeted meaningful, attractive message through your job description and advertisements. This is your chance to really get people interested in the job, enough to keep reading. (click) I also like ending with an impactful call to action. Something that encourages the prospective candidate to hit “apply,” Like “If this sounds like a place where you’d thrive, check out these opportunities to join our team, or apply now!”(click) If you ever get stuck or aren’t sure how to write your new job posting, do some googling for similar job postings, find inspiration or sentences you like, and then make them your own. OR If you’d like a hand updating your job descriptions, the Environmental Finance Center Network can help you through our technical assistance program. This service is free for drinking water systems serving 10,000 or less people.  If that sounds like something that you might be interested in, you can let us know during the survey at the end of this webinar.



JOB DESCRIPTION WITH A MESSAGE
Water touches everything we care about - family, health, 
safety, and community.

Each day, over 440,000 people rely on WaterOne employees 
to do their jobs to an exceptional degree. We think that’s pretty 
meaningful. If that connects with you, keep reading. We value 
our customers’ experience, so we recruit the best people to 
work here.

We invest in our employees, offering competitive pay and 
benefits, training and opportunities for professional 
development. We’re the kind of open, inclusive workplace that 
makes WaterOne an organization you’re proud to be a part of. 
Our customers rely on us to make access to fresh, delicious 
water effortless. We need a variety of talent to do what we do 
and we believe smart, passionate, curious people will rise to 
the occasion.
If this sounds like a place where you’d thrive, check out these 
opportunities to join our team.

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example provides more of the background and “meaning” of the position so that the job seeker can see the importance and how this job fits into the organization and the community.What selling points that we talked about does this intro to a job posting touch on?*click* Public Service – making a difference in the community – work in water matters.*click* Personal benefits – offer competitive pay and benefits & training/professional development opportunities*click* Community connection – the community relies on them to make fresh, delicious water*click* Picture of an employee and a compelling campaign message! *click* “Water Touches Everything We Care About.”*click* Finally, great call to action “Browse Job Listings”

https://careers-waterone.icims.com/jobs/search?ss=1&hashed=-435685668


GETTING GEN Z TO APPLY

Only list essentials in the “required skills” section, everything else 
is a “nice-to-have”
Highlight diversity in community and workplace 
Encourage diverse employees to apply via job postings

YOUR Water Utility recruits, trains, compensates and promotes 
regardless of race, religion, color, national origin, sex, disability, age, 
veteran status, and other protected stats as required by law. 
YOUR Water Utility is committed to creating a diverse environment and 
are proud to be an equality opportunity employer. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Really think about what should be listed as “required” vs “nice to have” – Gen Z are much more risk averse, scared to fail, less sure of themselves. But, that doesn’t mean they aren’t perfect for the job and will gain professional confidence with time. Studies show that women tend to only apply when they think they meet 100% of the job requirements. By showcasing that you are and want to be more diverse – shows you walk the walk and become more attractive to diverse individualsInclude encouraging statements in your job postings for diverse candidates to applyInclude “We are an equal opportunity employer”Even better your own inclusivity statement – YOUR Water Utility recruits, trains, compensates and promotes regardless of race, religion, color, national origin, sex, disability, age, veteran status, and other protected stats as required by law.OR – YOUR Water Utility is committed to creating a diverse environment and is proud to be an equal opportunity employer. 



Be Visible Where Your Future Employees Spend 
Time… Social Media

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Post jobs on social media – use them all! Diverify. Try to go viral with job posting (it’s the new employee referral program) 



89% of Gen Z use 
YouTube 

Learning & Relaxing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use videos – short video about the company or the job, Gen Z watches 3.4 hrs of online video daily. It’s how they get info. They are also more likely to share videos.7 in 10 Gen Z said watching videos with others helps them feel connected.When asked how stress Gen Zs relax and cheer up – watch YouTubeNot just watching movies or shows. They use it to learn (fixing cars, making dinner, house fixes, etc)Take videos of your staff telling their stories about how they got into the career, and their journey.Video Length? It depends on goal.You've got 10 sec to grab the viewers attention!You loose 33% of viewers by 30 sec; 45% by 1 min; 60% by 2 min.



Retain 
Gen Z

Create an 
environment 

they can’t 
imagine 
leaving



Be Real

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be real. In today’s fake pictures, fake advertisement, fake news, etc. Gen Z can spot a fake a mile away. They don’t want to waste their time with anything inauthentic. So, in your leadership, training, etc, just be yourself. Don’t try to be young like them, just show them you care about them and their career by being honest.



Be a Role Model 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Due to various factors, young people today “turn in to adults” slower than in previous generations. Not a reason to shame them, “we made them that way” (helicopter parents, safety conscious, micromanaging their time, etc).  Even if they don’t say it, they are nervous about adulting and are less-sure about their capabilities than Mills who were full of self-esteem. Be an example of wise, hardworking, patient, trustworthy professional.



Tell Good Stories 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the best ways to convey information and get someone to buy-in or remember topics is to tell stories. However, when talking to folks from a younger generation stories about “the glory days” (implying that today’s youth are less-than, or not as hardworking) aren’t received well. Never were. No generation liked that.“be like us” stories don’t go over well.  Tell stories about yourself. How you approached something hard, or learned a lesson – be real. Show them how you transitioned into knowing the job better.  Use stories as teaching/training tools. 



Be Trustworthy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be trustworthy – most important aspect in a manager – honesty/integrity



Assign Interactive 
Work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assign Interactive Work – let them DO it, don’t just showFeed their curiosity – don’t answer questions or tell them where to find it. Let them lead you through finding the answers.  IT might take some encouragement with leading questions, but don’t get frustrated help them hone their problem solving skills.Have young staff teach others – best way to improve learning



Make Tasks 
Meaningful

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make tasks meaningful – Tell them why they are doing the work. What make this important. It doesn’t take much time to loop them in on the reasons, and you’ll get much more productivity and motivation out of them.Take them to a higher level meeting to listen and watch to see some of the background to the on-the-ground work.



Old Way
Designated positions
Rigid roles
Value based on what you 
know

New Way
Cross training
Operational flexibility
Value based on what you share

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be sure to:Inform council and staff of why proactive knowledge transfer is importantAddress generational concernsAddress strong personality issuesProvide a clear message about expectations



Connect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many people complain that they can’t keep Millennials… But what did you do to help them feel included?Over ½ of Mill employees report “not being engaged” in their current job.President of Howard University: “my students, today, are looking for a relationship not a transaction in the workplace.”A relationship with the people and with the organization as a whole. They are about it, and it cares about them.Gen Zs are in a constant state of connection Usually digitally. But, studies show that Gen Z’s prefer a work environment where they can collaborate in a small group in an office setting. Emphasize how they will be connected to their coworkers, customers, community, etc in their utility work. 74% of Gen Z prefer to communicate face-to-face with colleagues.88% of Mills prefer a collaborative work environment to a competitive one



Hack-A-Thon
Work collaboratively to 
solve a big issue or a 

long-term problem

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One Example to help build relationships – and inspire some fun creativity - Hack-a-Thon



Frequent Feedback

Give & Take

Shift the Focus 
►What does this job ask of you?
►How can you add value to this job?
►What problem do you want to solve?
►What are the needs or opportunities?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evaluate Frequently – in a world of constant and continual feedback – We all need frequent watering…End of the year evaluation should not be a surprise.Give and Take – you share with them and they share with you – interactiveShift the focus of the evaluation to the job, not the person. Actually a more authentic  - how do they fit into the role they were hired for… how are we training them for their next role.  �Not about them as an employee, but what they can “do” as an employee… empowers them to take control of their role in the organization. What does this job ask of you?How can you add value to this job?What problem do you want to solve?What are the needs or opportunities?



BOOK RECOMMENDATION!



Thank you.
CONTACT US

Wichita State University Environmental Finance Center
www.wichita.edu/efc |   @WSUEFC

Stay informed on our projects and trainings! 
Subscribe to our email list at www.wichita.edu/efcTonya Bronleewe

Tonya.bronleewe@wichita.edu

(316) 978-6638

http://www.wichita.edu/efc
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